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This version of Virtual Cabinet uses Microsoft Framework .Net 4.8. This must be installed 

prior to the upgrade in order for Virtual Cabinet to work. For more information on preparing for 

this upgrade please see our website: https://virtualcabinet.zendesk.com/hc/en-

us/articles/4405088951697-Preparing-for-Virtual-Cabinet-5-1 

 

Best endeavours have been made to ensure this release is free of bugs and other defects.  

Testing and Quality Assurance processes have deemed the release as fit for purpose.  However, 

not all environments and scenarios can be simulated. Any bugs or defects identified with this 

build should be reported via the Support Website. 
 

 

               

 

Area Type Id Build Details 

Integration New VC-8041 5.1 View GetBusy client communication within VC 

    Within Virtual Cabinet see the GetBusy client related 

to the search you’ve just performed. View all the 

communication you’re having with that client, and 

send new messages, directly within Virtual Cabinet. 

 

You will need to have GetBusy installed on your 

computer as well as configured the GetBusy 

integration in VC. Speak to Support to get this set 

up. 

  VC-7853 5.1 Send to GetBusy after filing a document 

    The File & Action option now includes sending the 

document to GetBusy. This means you can file a 

document and send it to GetBusy to be signed in 

one simple process. 

  VC-7769 5.1 Platinum Pro search integration 

    Added new API calls to allow Platinum Pro to open a 

VC search and return documents related to 

Properties, Members, Schemes or Groups. Platinum 

Pro is developed by Delta Financial Systems. 

General New VC-8024 5.1 Create document links to external content 

    Create documents in VC that are links to external 

content, such as SharePoint files, websites, folders 

on a shared network drive. 

 

Continue to have VC as the single source of truth 

whilst incorporating links to documents and data in 

other systems. 

 

 

 

https://virtualcabinet.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/4405088951697-Preparing-for-Virtual-Cabinet-5-1
https://virtualcabinet.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/4405088951697-Preparing-for-Virtual-Cabinet-5-1
http://supportcentre.virtualcabinet.com/
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  VC-7877 5.1 Large Search button added back to Search screen 

    From your feedback we have added the large 

“Search” button back to the search screen. 

  VC-7878 5.1 Discover new features 

    Features you do not have enabled will be 

discoverable throughout the product, helping you 

get the most out of VC and understand what 

functionality could help you. Look for the purple 

lightning bolt. 

 Fix VC-4970 5.1 Matter index not populated whilst using padlocks 

    Whilst using the APS integration, if you padlocked 

the Client and Matter indexes so that it would 

remember them for the next document, the Matter 

index was not being populated correctly. 

  VC-1524 5.1 Over typing a field was removing the first letter 

    When indexing a document, if you selected a field 

(e.g. Client) that already had a value in it and then 

typed a new value (e.g. change it to a different 

client), you could see the first letter you typed being 

removed. 

  VC-7565 5.1 Moving the VC window unexpectedly 

    It was possible to move the whole VC window by 

clicking and dragging certain small areas of the 

product. 

  VC-3706 5.1 Intelligent indexing - using a different case 

    If you typed a word using a different case to the 

entry in the drop-down list then the value would not 

be selected correctly. 

  VC-7732 5.1 No scroll bar on lists of packs 

    You could not scroll through long lists of packs. 

  VC-7861 5.1 Intray loading performance when using lots of Tasks 

    Improved the performance of loading the Intray 

when the site is large and uses a lot of Tasks. 

Removes unnecessary rows in the 

TaskInstanceLockHistory table. 

  VC-8011 5.1 Cannot reindex from a CabiBond search window 

    You can now reindex documents from the 

integration CabiBond search screen that you will get 

from many integrations such as IPS, Intelliflo, CCH, 

Office. Only affected version 5.0. 

  VC-7656 5.1 Take & Return documents 

    When using the Take and Return feature, the correct 

document is now returned and saved into Virtual 

Cabinet. 
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  VC-7857 5.1 Deleted documents removed from search 

    After deleting a document that was also in a Pack 

the search screen was not refreshing correctly and 

the deleted document was still appearing in the list. 

  VC-8066 5.1 Tasks list columns not displaying 

    The list of Tasks in the Intray was not displaying any 

columns in certain circumstances after receiving a 

task and not having any previous tasks. 

  VC-8350 5.1 Original file names of documents sent to VC 

    Right click multiple documents on your desktop, or 

in Windows Explorer, right click and send to an 

Intray. The documents are now correctly added to 

VC with their individual names, rather than all having 

the name of the first document highlighted. 

  VC-7866 5.1.1.488 Excel Addin save prompts with OneDrive 

    If you opened an Excel document from Virtual 

Cabinet and an Excel document from OneDrive, the 

prompts to save the document back in to Virtual 

Cabinet were not correct. 

  VC-8416 5.1.1.488 Send to My Intray Addin - US region format  

    The “Send to My Intray” option in the Office Addin 

was not working if you had your computer region 

set to “English (United States)”. 

  VC-8424 5.1.1.488 Send to My Intray Addin – closing/reopening VC 

    The “Send to My Intray” option in the Office Addin 

was not working if you closed and reopened Virtual 

Cabinet whilst leaving the Office product open. 

  VC-8495 5.1.1.488 Original File Name of Portal documents 

    The Original File Name of documents returned from 

the Portal (signed or uploaded by users) was not 

correct. Only affected earlier versions of 5.1. 

  VC-8425 5.1.1.488 Improve visibility of non-selected tabs 

    The colour of non-selected tabs has been improved 

so that it stands out more against the selected tab. 

Example of where this is being used: 

Intray/Index/Packs. 

Email New VC-7910 5.1 Capture Service supports multiple mailboxes 

    You can now configure the email Capture Service to 

process multiple mailboxes and avoid duplicate 

emails being added to VC. This allows you to split 

users into different mailboxes to spread the load on 

larger Office 365 Exchange Online systems. 
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Portal Bug VC-8256 5.1 Memory leak in LSASS.exe 

    An issue in the Portal Integration Service would 

result in the Windows LSASS.exe process increasing 

in memory whilst the Portal Integration Service was 

running. 

  VC-8301 5.1 Portal conversations added to notes 

    When documents are retracted from the Portal the 

conversations are correctly added as notes to the 

document in VC. Very rare issue with certain clients. 

System New VC-8198 5.1 .Net 4.8 Upgrade 

    The version of Microsoft Framework .Net that Virtual 

Cabinet is built upon has been upgraded from 4.6.1 

to 4.8. This enables us to develop new and exciting 

features. 

 

We will no longer support: Windows Vista, Windows 

Server 2008 (Windows Server 2008 R2 is still 

supported). 

  VC-8201 5.1 Edge embedded browser 

    Where web pages are displayed embedded within 

Virtual Cabinet we are moving from Internet Explorer 

to use Microsoft Edge. This includes: The GetBusy 

integration, Discover tab, Portal messages tab, Portal 

configuration, and Exchange Online authentication. 

  VC-7989 5.1 Enable / Disable a Retention Policy 

    You can now disable a Retention Policy so that it is 

saved but does not destroy any documents. This is 

useful when you are creating Retention Policies and 

you want to make sure it is set up correctly before 

you turn it on. 

 Fix VC-7926 5.1 Authentication fix  

    Fix for when you use username/password, leave the 

computer running over multiple days and interact 

with the Office Addin in a specific way. 

  VC-7923 5.1 Improved performance searching Packs 

    Improved the performance of searches on large 

databases with a lot of packs. 
 

 


